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Introduction
Whether you are a competition shooter or an avid hunter, bullet choice is important. With numerous bullet manufacturers out there such as Berger, Nosler, Hornady, Sierra, and Speer, a question considered by shooters is: which company produces the most consistent bullet? This paper contains the results of popular brands of bullets weighed individually, and compared against manufacturer claims, revealing which bullets are actually within the manufacturer tolerances. Because Berger is the only company for which we could find published tolerances, Berger tolerances were chosen as a basis for comparison. Of course, there are other possible measures of bullet consistency: bearing surface, length, etc. In some ways, bullet weight is appealing, because it easy to measure and a reasonable proxy for overall consistency of bullet manufacture. Also, if a bullet has a weight above or below the average, the extra or missing weight will affect the location of the center of mass and possibly how close the geometric center is from the center of mass. In the barrel, the rifling constrains the bullet to spin around its geometric center. In flight, the bullet spins about its center of mass. The larger the physical separation between these two points, the less likely each bullet is to fly the same once it leaves the barrel. In addition, bullets varying in weight will also likely produce shot to shot variations in muzzle velocity and ballistic coefficient which will likely produce variations in long range trajectories. Weight tolerances can also be important because some states and competitions require bullets to meet either minimum or maximum weight requirements. 
Method
A Sartorius GD503 Analytical Balance was used to weigh each bullet individually in grams to a resolution of 0.1 milligrams. Bullet weights were then entered into a spreadsheet and converted to grains. From there the extreme weights, average weight, and the standard deviation were calculated. Data was sorted by weight and then plotted which provides visual indication of the weight distribution of the bullets. Berger's tolerances are also graphed. Prior to acquisition of the GD503 Analytical Balance, a number of bullets were weighted on an Acculab VIC-123 with 1 mg resolution. Since this resolution is much smaller than the variation of most bullets, this data is included because it significantly broadens the body of data available for comparison. (See Appendix.) Varmint (0.224) Berger claims that for its 52 grain bullets that the weight tolerances allow for a deviation of +/-0.05 grains and that the actual tolerances are usually tighter. To test this, 100 52 grain bullets were measured in grams, and then converted to grains using the conversion factor of 1 gram = 15.432 358 353 grains. Results are shown in Figure 2 . The mean bullet weight is close to 52.1 grains at 52.097 grains with a standard deviation of 0.0354 grains. The extreme spread is 0.1975 grains. Clearly, most of the bullets in this box were outside of the manufacturer's specification.
Results

Berger 52 grain
Berger 62 grain Varmint (0.224) Berger claims that its weight tolerances allow for a deviation of +/-0.1 grain for their 62 grain bullets, which is twice as broad a range as their 20 to 60 grain bullets. The box of bullets shown in Figure 3 had all 100 bullets within this tolerance, with a mean of 62.031 grains, a standard deviation of 0.032 grains, and an extreme spread of 0.160 grains. It is also notable that one of the authors (MC) has found this bullet to be very satisfyingly accurate in his Rem 700 ADL chambered in .223 Remington. 
Berger 115 grain VLD (0.257)
The weight tolerance claimed by Berger for the 115 grain VLD is +/-0.1 grains. The measured bullet weights are shown in Figure 4 . Roughly 20% of the bullets weighed are out of the specification, too heavy. The mean bullet weight was 115.053 grains with a standard deviation of 0.051 grains. The mean and standard deviation leave a significant percentage of the bullets above the maximum weight. In spite of this variation, this bullet has one of the smallest variations measured, the smallest variation among the .257 inch bullets considered here, and is the most accurate bullet ever tested in the 25-06 Remington 700 Sendero of one of the authors (MC). 
Berger 168 grain VLD
Berger claims a weight tolerance of +/-0.15 grains for their 168 grain bullets. As circumstances would have it, one of the authors (MC) was so eager to shoot this bullet that he didn't wait until his co-authors measured them. Consequently, only 77 bullets remained in the box for measuring, results of which are shown in Figure 6 . A significant number of bullets (26 of 77) were above the upper tolerance limit. The mean bullet weight was 168.114 grains with a standard deviation of 0.061 grains. 
Berger 230 grain Match Hybrid Target
Berger opens up their weight specification to +/-0.2 grains for bullets above 175 grains, and the measurements for the new 230 grain Match Hybrid Target are shown in Figure 7 . These bullets are sold in boxes of 50, and 49 out of the 50 bullets measured are within specification. The mean weight was 230.021 grains with a standard deviation of 0.091 grains. 
Discussion
Since Berger is the only bullet manufacturer we know of to specify weight tolerances, it did not seem appropriate to produce graphs and analysis for bullets from other manufacturers analogous to the above analysis of the Berger bullets. However, it is somewhat informative to present a table of all the bullets we've measured along with the standard deviation and extreme spread of bullet weights. This table is presented as an appendix. Note that to broaden the available data, a number of partial boxes were measured so that the reported results do not include a full box in some cases. However, in no case were the missing bullets selected by weight so that the remaining bullets represent a random sample of the bullets originally in the box.
The results section might leave the reader with the impression that Berger does not really do a good job keeping bullet weight tolerances tight. Careful review of the data in the appendix shows that Berger is one of the better manufacturers, and that in every case, the standard deviation is less than a part in 1000 (one tenth of one percent), and in many cases Berger bullets have a standard deviation from the mean of less than 1 part in 2000.
Another trend apparent in the table is the propensity for solid copper and other lead-free bullet designs to have larger standard deviations, above 0.1% in most cases. And this is not a case of a single manufacturer having difficulty with weight tolerances, because lead-free bullets from Nosler, Barnes, and Cutting Edge all have significantly larger standard deviations than most of the conventional jacketed lead bullets. The two military bullets, M855 and M193, are also among the bullets found to have the largest weight deviations. 
